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Capital One discusses how it harnesses the power of personalization and automation to verify fraudulent transactions at Transform 2021.
Capital One uses NLP to discuss potential fraud with customers over SMS
At memorial events for President Jovenel Moïse in northern Haiti, residents blamed the elite for his death, and their plight.
In Slain Haitian Leader’s Hometown, Fear and a Vow: ‘We’ll Kill Them, Too’
SAN FRANCISCO--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Indaba Capital Management L.P. (together with its affiliates ... Derek Schrier, Managing Partner of Indaba, commented: “In direct conversations with Indaba, Mr. Samaha ...
Indaba Capital Questions Stagwell’s Desired Appointment of Madison Avenue Partners’ Eli Samaha to MDC’s Board Given Apparent Link to Mark Penn
We have investors in town, we have venture capital here to see the games.” — Chris Mackay, community and economic development director for the city of #Phoenix.
Suns' success fuels business momentum and interest in Phoenix
The Fremont City Council had a special meeting on Tuesday to discuss large capital projects as part of ongoing conversations regarding the upcoming biennial budget.
Fremont City Council holds special meeting to discuss large capital projects
Minneapolis-based U.S. Bank is introducing "racial equity bonds" to support BIPOC developers building multifamily affordable housing ...
U.S. Bank Rolls Out and Invests in New Racial Equity Bond
The abuse detection operates at three stages of an account’s lifestyle: at registration; during messaging; and in response to negative feedback, which WhatsApp receives in the form of user reports and ...
Spam and Misinformation: WhatsApp Blocks Over 2 Million India Accounts
The Colorado Sake Co. doubled its 2019 revenue during the pandemic and is pursuing a novel way of financing its next stage of growth, including the rollout of a sake-based hard seltzer.
Denver sake brewery funding expansion through shares instead of venture capital
Fresh off the heels of the launch of several new SKUs across Canada, CanadaBis Capital Inc. is quickly emerging as a recognized and respected name in BHO concentrates RED DEER, ...
CanadaBis Capital Inc Announces Positive Third Quarter Results, with Sequential Strong Net Revenue Growth and Adjusted EBITDA of $106,845
City Manager Edward M. Augustus Jr. said $28 million, or roughly 25% of the city's total allocation, will be funneled over the next three years to community-based initiatives.
Politics and the City: Local groups have high hopes over city's $111M in COVID relief
A few weeks back I had an interesting conversation in the lawn bowls club ... He was interested in venture capital trusts (VCTs) and the Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS).
EIS and VCTs: higher risks with big potential rewards
Environmental Finance has launched a dedicated, monthly news alert that will aggregate its coverage of natural capital investment considerations ... increasingly important part of the sustainability ...
Environmental Finance launches monthly Natural Capital alert
The idea for Radar Capital came during a conversation at a trade event, and he began work to “help entrepreneurs succeed”. In the last two years, the firm claims investments in its startups ...
Delhi-based investment advisory Radar Capital is on a mission to ‘help entrepreneurs succeed’
Sid Trivedi is a partner at Foundation Capital where he leads cybersecurity ... a formal agreement that placed explicit restrictions on its use.
To guard against data loss and misuse, the cybersecurity conversation must evolve
The conversation around federal legalization is gaining momentum and has Americans on the alert for what it might look like in its initial form ... Our nation’s capital has had one of the ...
What Would Federal Cannabis Legalization Look Like?
But the route from energy capital to energy transition ... became eager to talk about climate change, its local impact and how to address it. The conversations began in fits and starts, but ...
Clean energy dreams bump against economic realities of oil and gas
JARROD RAMOS HAS BNEE IN CUSTODY AT THE ANNE ARUNDEL DETENTION CENTER FOR NEARLY THERE YEARS AND IN THAT TIME HE IS NEVER HAD A PHONE CONVERSATION ... LAY FOUNDATIOFON R ITS INSANITY ARGUMENT ...
Ramos' sister testifies in Capital Gazette case, depicting their childhood
small businesses and workers bear the weight of its corporate power. The following interview with MacGillis from his home in Baltimore, Maryland, was edited for length and clarity. Capital & Main ...
Can democracy survive Amazon?: A conversation with writer Alec MacGillis
cheap energy and weaker capital markets compared to the U.S. Tradeoffs between energy costs and regulatory overhead is a key dynamic of Canada’s relationship with the Bitcoin mining industry. As ...
The North American Bitcoin Mining Index
Snowflake changed the conversation ... not disclosing its valuation with this round, which brings the total raised by the Israeli company to $164 million. New backers Dawn Capital and K5 Global ...
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